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Based on the Habella Breviary, written for Habella of Castille, first Queen of Spain, around 1497. Some missing characters supplied by Marc Drogin’s Gothic Littera Batavus. Released under the GPL.

http://www-thibault.org/fonts/isabella/

The below may not be a complete listing; I’m not sure OpenOffice lets me pick all the characters I have in the font. The font has 805 characters: all of ASCII, Latin-1, Latin Extended A, about a third of Latin Extended B, Latin Extended Additional, plus a bunch of punctuation characters. I count 716 characters below:

The ampersand (&) is perhaps too authentic; it’s not really recognizable to a modern eye. I’ve provided a more conventional ampersand (&) as the Unicode character “full width ampersand” (Unicode character #A06).

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
(parentheses) [square brackets] {curly brackets} <angle brackets>
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